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Today is the day of the huge concert.  
The students are due at school by 
noon. Will they be ready?     
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The concert starts with a beautiful 
duet. Tonight’s huge concert is sure 
to be a success!          12

Concert
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Luke and Sue are already at the school. 
Luke is the dude with the tuba. Sue is 
wearing her new blue skirt. 

Tonight, Tula will play the keyboard.  
She is excited because her family will 
be watching. They are her true fans!     

June finally arrives just a few minutes 
before she is due on stage. Where is the 
rest of her crew? Her friends must be  
running late! 

Truman will be playing the guitar. He is a 
new student who moved to the school 
from Utah. 
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The End

This concert will be the last one of the 
year. All of the students have been 
practicing the music for weeks.        

New Words

11

u/u-e        ue       o/oo       ew   
huge    blue       mood         few 
music        due          moon         crew 
student    duet      soon         new 
tuba    true      two    review 
tune

New Hampshire        prepared 
practicing        Utah

Mrs. Buford, the music teacher, steps onto 
the stage. She welcomes everyone to the 
concert. It is time for the performance to 
begin.   
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Look at these two sisters. Judy plays 
the flute. Trudy plays the triangle. 
Everyone listens while Judy tunes her 
flute before the concert. 

Drew has been practicing this music for 
three months. He is well prepared for 
the concert.           

Drew’s friend, John, plays the clarinet. 
He likes to warm up by reviewing his 
favorite tune. John will be on the stage 
soon. 

Marvin is in a great mood! He is over 
the moon to be playing in his first 
concert.      
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